1. ESSENTIAL TERMS & FORMS

• Infinitive: bolnti to speak, dekhnti to see, anti to come
• Stem: the infinite minus final -nti -

bol, dekh, ti

• tip imperative (command): bolie, dekhie, tiie
• turn imperative: bolo, dekho, tio
•

tii imperative(= stem):

bol, dekh, ti

• Imperfective participle: boltti, dekhtti, titti (inflected for number & gender)
• Perfective participle: bola, dekhti, tiyti (ditto)
• Transitive verb: one that can take a direct object, like banana to make, parhnti to read.
• Intransitive verb: one that takes no direct object, like janti to go, nticnti to dance.

2. maf constructions versus mujhe/mujhko constructions
Every Hindi verb construction is either of the rnaf jtintti hu type or the mujhko type. (This is a
rough-and-ready distinction that would offend professional linguists; but it's still worth
remembering.) In the former, which we may think of as 'ego-based', the verb agrees with the
subject - just as it typically does in English ('I know; she arrived; they will eat'). In the rnujhko
type, the 'ego' stands to one side and is effected, in some way, by the world around it; thus in
mujhe kulft bahut pasand hai 'I love kulfi', the subject of the verb is the noun kulfi, and not the
greedy 'I'. Many other constructions follow this basic pair of patterns; it's important not to mix
the two types! Cars run either on gasoline or on diesel, not on a mixture of both.

3. PRESENT IMPERFECTIVE TENSE
This tense describes actions that are done regularly, or habitually, such as to live or work in a
particular place, or to follow daily routines.
It is formed by the imperfective participle (e.g. rahta) followed by hu, hai, ho or hai (the
auxiliary) to match the subject.
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I live in Aminabad. _,
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Where do you work?
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I work in a shop.
/
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My sisters study in college.
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When a verb is negated, the auxiliary may be dropped. In a feminine plural verb, the nasal from the
dropped haijumps for its life onto the participle: piti haf becomes nahlpitl.
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I don't smoke.

•
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My sisters don't smoke either.
('also don't smoke'~
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4. PAST IMPERFECTIVE TENSE

This is the tense for regular or habitual actions in the past: things that we 'used to do'.
Form: simply change the auxiliary hu, hai, ho or hai to tha /thr or the /thi.
We saw that the auxiliary could be dropped from a present imperfective verb, but in the past
imperfective it ·is retained, being needed to show the 'past' time-frame. See the fourth example.
OISCf~~~-i:ll-oni:r~-it~q I

Many years ago my parents lives in Chennai.
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In those days they called Chennai 'Madras'.
('Chennai was called Madras')
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Houses in the old city used to be quite cheap.
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Mother used to stay at home, she didn't go out.
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A participle without an auxiliary (jate rather than jate the) suggests that an action was typical and
routine: English equivalents are expressed with 'would'. This is more common in writing
(especially in narrative prose) than in speech.

:i.iRcITT q;) ~ ~ \llffi I
On Saturdays we would go the cinema.

L~~r(~
fu;nrr~~~~m I
In the cinema we'd eat peanuts like anything.

The term 'aspect' can be useful here. The above two tenses share the same 'aspect' in that they
are both imperfective - they describe habitual events that are by their nature 'incomplete'. Two
other 'aspects' are the perfective (describing time-bound one-off events such as 'I ate the apple' or
'the car arrived') and continuous or progressive (describing ongoing actions and featuring' -ing'
verbs in English, such as 'I was working' or 'he is talking on the phone'.
5. CONTINUOUS TENSES
These tenses, also known as 'progressive', describe things that are happening currentlyequivalent to the '-ing' tenses in English: 'Leena is working', 'They were making dinner'.
It comprises stem, followed by rahii./rahf/rahe as a separate word, followed by the auxiliary verb:
amjad so rahti hai 'Amjad is sleeping'. What are people doing right now? -4'~~f~RH~~/~ I
I am /was writing a story.

WT Cfm CH"@ ITT ?
What are you doing?
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Lata ji is singing, and I'm listening!
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Leena and Neha were dancing!

Some speakers use a masculine verb for f. plural subjects, as in the last example: nae rahe the.

6. PERFECTIVE TENSES

This tense, the 'simple past', describes one-off actions in the past- single actions that are timebound. With intransitive verbs, the perfect participle agrees with the subject:
~31NTITT~ I

I arrived just today.
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Leena and Neha came yesterday.
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Chacha ji stayed here for three days .
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We all slept on the roof.

Transitive verbs, by contrast, use an 'ergative' construction: the logical subject takes the
postposition t and the verb agrees with the logical object: so in the equivalent to 'My brother
cooked dinner', the verb will agree with 'dinner' and not with 'my brother'.
- HlNDl URDU FLAGSHIP -
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In the first example below, the logical subject is merii bhiif and the logical object is jalebiya
so the verb is feminine plural, khiil. This takes some getting used to (and can cause tears at first),
but soon begins to seem familiar.

a.oo l)' 1)t ~;9-0i]'ff ~§ I
My brother ate a ton of jalebis at the wedding.
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Ram drank tea and Neha drank water.
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The others just drank coke.
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Leena didn't drink anything. She just ate. She ate a lot!
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When ko marks a targeted item (for example, when that 'item' is an individual, or an
individualized thing) this verb agreement is 'blocked'; the verb remains in the masculine
singular by default. Thus in the first example below, bulaya does not agree with feminine lfnii.
In the third example, the tablets are general Gust 'some tablets') and are not marked with ko, but in
the fourth they are particularized (being the tablets just mentioned!) and are marked with ko.
~~q;l-~1)'~1

They called Leena into the garden.

..likif
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fcf>m;t~~~...

Someone took out some tablets ...

~ffi;rr;t~~ I

... and Leena ate them.

lJ~L(;.J~~I
••
••
When using phrase verbs such as kl kosis karna or kii intazar karna, the verb agrees with the noun
embedded within that phrase- i.e. with feminine kosis or with masculine intazar. Such verbs
have a literal translation of 'to make an attempt of X', 'to do the waiting of X' etc., which is why
they include a possessive kii I kl.
ffi;rr ;t i:;q;- qt d'CP ~ <PT ~ Wrrr I

Leena waited for the doctor for one hour.

if~·,
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I tried to phone him.
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Auxiliaries add new variations of tense to perfective verbs, whether transitive or intransitive:
lfna uthl, lfna uthl hai, Zina uthr thf 'Leena got up, Leena has got up, Leena had got up'. More on
this in section 11.

7. FUTURE TENSE
Unlike English, which uses the auxiliary 'will' to form its future tense, Hindi-Urdu has a singleword future: bolUga, bolega, bologe, bolege, with feminine equivalents ending -gl.
431']\jl~ I

I will arrive today.

lfu/.{t; &Jif
-

ffi;rr ~ ~ q;c;r ~ I
Leena and Neha will come tomorrow.
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~-;;IT fil;r f~;p:rtf WT I
Chacha ji will stay here for three days.

8. SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD
Subjunctive verbs, used for actions that are wished, possible, suggested, or uncertain, are identical
in form to the future but with the final syllable removed: bolege > bole. Removing this final
syllable also removes gender specificity: the subjunctive is androgynous!
~?

Shall we go?

4~? uf?;
May I come in?
/,,,.,

(J ~I(./.'.

3ITT" "3"tR ~ ...

Please sit ~there...

,,,,

~~~r'-rf'
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... if you don't object.

lllfl ~

J1,:,J1'71A iJf

The subjunctive may be used to express a wished-for or intended action, especially when one
person wants another to do something:

Leena wants me to cook.

<JJl;-; l• ~.... ~-+ut ~(;d
.
~~~fci>3ITT"mITTq~ !

We wanted you to help too!

J.~ dt~~'/g2f tr<'t
The word taki (or the phrase jis se ki) 'so that, in order that' is followed by a subjunctive verb:
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~~~~illfcf;-q:;)t ll\'1a%ifl ;:i-61" I

Explain everything so that there's no
~

misunderstanding.

~~'11 ~(J/ft);,lA/( ·~ ~
tfo<lt~~~m~4"3TRP1~m~ I

Turn off the TV so that I can sleep comfortably.

tJ~r~rt1U:t1:--vf?J>/M (J',_J
Nqte that the tum form of the subjunctive (suno, dekho, baitho, utho) is the same as.the imperative!

9. THE ABSOLUTIVE
This absolutely easy verb form gives the essential sense of 'having done' or 'after doing' - though
these would not be the best translation equivalents in English (see some variations below). It's
called 'absolutive' because it is independent of the surrounding syntax; linguists often favor using
obscure terms for simple things. Also known as the 'conjunctive participle' (as if that were easier!)
It is made up of stem+ -kar, thus dekhkar 'having seen', jakar 'having gone'. An alternative that's
heard frequently in colloquial speech is -ke, thus dekhke, jake; and in the verb karna this -e form
(karke) is the only choice available. A third alternative, more common in written prose than in
speech, is the stem alone: dekh, ja. All three forms (jakar, jake, ja) give the same meaning.

A common use is for the first of two actions in a sequence, where two serial verbs would be linked
by 'and' in English: 'May I sit here and work?', mafyaha baithkar kam karu? - see examples 2 and 3.
~cpl- g;R ~ gi:r Cf<:fT ~ ?

What will you say when you phone Mehek?

.t,{~(£h}/~
11TIITT~~~~~ I
I'll apologize and tell her everything.

~;e:::4~d/J'i.Jtr
•
m-,

~um ~~nrill~'
What! She'll get angry and swear at you!

f~_,J/ld.CJ('~o~.1,1
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10. PASSIVE VOICE
A passive verb focuses on the action that is done, rather than on the doer of the action. In English it
is made with the verb 'to be' +a past participle (as in 'it is made'); in Hindi it is formed with a past
participle and the verb jiinii, as in baniiyii jiitii hai, 'it is made'. All parts of the verb phrase agree with
the subject: thus banayii jiitii hai belongs to a masculine singular subject. Any tense may be used.
~~q;or~rrt?

When was this book written?

(/~~~
q;f (!IB ~ ~ rrt err I
It was written several years ago.

L}/r/~lf.:Jc,,,{/
mU~~~~l{nfil~ I

All the new books should be put in this cupboard.
/

'!kJfd'~ t) I t.l'J <-t:<.::/~

(J'Jf../

~~~~II~ tffi:c;" (m<f' *>ITT~~ I
This kind of books should be sold by post only.

'!frtf.(u:~ ~#~tu!.~
~U.:t/JZJ'vt
•
~~31NrITT~\i!T'@~ I
Some books are being sent today.

c.df..'"1'£.fqr:,Iuf.d-(
ontt~m~d'CP~~
The remaining books will be sent by next week.
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